
Power to the builders. Insights for everyone.
Empowering developers, data engineers, and business analysts to simplify complex data and 

transform it into powerful analytic apps.
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Power to the builders

Sisense is an API-first cloud technology that makes 
it easy to mashup data and create analytic apps 

 — get ready to embed anywhere.

Insights for everyone

Drive change and build your business with a self-service 
analytics platform that leverages all of your data —  
no matter where it is.

Obsessed with your success

Our customers rank us #1 in customer service and no other 
BI provider can match our focus and commitment 

 — just ask our customers.

www.sisense.com

Technology Innovation

Key Features

Leading edge, responsive HTML 5 interface to build, 
consume, and share interactive dashboards

Mash-up multiple data sets with drag and drop visual 
interface.

Drill and filter capabilities down to the most granular data

Broad library of visualizations and 1 click formulas

Advanced analytics

Integration to R

Common semantic layer that can be shared across users

Extensible plug-in platform for unlimited expansion of 
visualizations

Native iOS and Android Mobile Apps

ODBC provider seamlessly connects with other applications

Enterprise grade security.  User management and data 
governance at the object and row level.  Permission users, 
groups down to the individual data elements

Single Sign-On and  Active Directory built in

Embed dashboards and widgets in other applications

White label

Rest and JavaScript APIs; SDK

Feature: Provides the full range of capabilities to 
prepare, analyze, visualize and govern any type and size 
of data, all in a single tool.

Results: Fast, simple implementation that is easy 
and cost effective to maintain.

Distinct approach to query management, 
improves query processing speed by orders of 
magnitude.

In-ChipTM

Feature Result

Faster to scan/easier to compress

Achieves speed of native compilation.  

Breaks result sets into small pieces 

that can be decompressed and live 

in cache, minimizing the number of 

roundtrips between CPU/RAM

Breaks queries into granular discrete 

instruction sets that can be stored and 

reused across queries and users.

Columnar Data Store

Vectorization 
and in-cache 
decompression

Recycling

Just-in-time (JIT) 
Compilation with 
SIMD support

Single StackTM
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Embed

Embed analytics anywhere with ful l 
customizations and white label ing that are 

secure and scalable.

Deploy

Deploy on the cloud, 
on-premises, or hybrid using Linux or 

Windows.

Mashup

Mash up a combination of l ive or cached 
data models to optimize performance 

and manage resource uti l ization.

Control

Control access at system, object, data, 
and process levels, including recovery 

and audit trai ls.

Analyze

Analyze data from across your entire data 
landscape and transform it into powerful 
visual izations and actionable application 

components.

Impact

Impact business decisions and drive 
change with deep insights and answers to 

complicated questions.

Everything you need to build powerful analytic apps

Agile BI to build powerful analytic apps

The Sisense data and analytics platform is a complete end-to-end BI platform that empowers data 

engineers, developers, and analysts to bui ld analytic apps that del iver highly interactive user experiences.

Insights for Everyone

Make decisions and chal lenge assumptions by equipping end-users with the insights they need, when and 

where they need them. Sisense helps everyone in your organization drive change and build the business 

using innovations in AI and ML that del iver BI with more impact than you ever thought possible.
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Think Smart. Think Smartz.


